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1 - Fish

Dots 2- Chapter One, Fish

*YAY!!! IM BACK AGAIN!!! WEEE!!!*

(Mixed): Hey, you're supposed to be appearing on the previously on Dots stuff! Oh, HI EVERYONE!!!

*But, I can't help it! I WANNA TALK MORE, MORE, MORE! U CAN'T MAKE ME STOP! -steals all
Mixed's lollypops- MWAHAHAHA! #wrttsdgry%&%$ -runs away-*

(Mixed): *sigh*, those are MY lollypops. Now what do I say if the Sonic cast comes back after 2 days
and-

(Sonic Cast): HELLO MIXED!!! WHERE'S OUR LOLLYPOPS!!!

(Mixed): Oh no.

*THEME SONG*

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, 

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,



Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun,

Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun, Dun.

*END OF THEME SONG*

(Rouge): That…made no sense.

 (Mixed): I know! ^-^ That's what makes it so special!!!

(Everyone except Mixed): …

(Mixed): Uhh….pizza?

(Everyone): YAY!!!!!@%@#t^$#tyerhe

(Mixed): *calls the Pizza man*

(Knuckles): Hello, Pizza Hut. 

(Mixed): KNUCKLES?!?!!?#@$%#$^
(Everyone): …

(Knuckles): *shouts on the phone* Mixed? I thought you finished Dots!
(Mixed): Well, People wanted me to do more, so I did.

(Knuckles): Oh. HI PEOPLE!!!
(Sonic): Knux, do you have Chili-Dog Pizza there?

(Knuckles): We have every single flavor you can think of!!!

(Espio): Even Echidna pizza?

(Knuckles): HELL NO!!!!!!%#$%$#&Y^%&YTR

(Espio): But you said EVERY single flavor we can think of. -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-



(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

(Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

 (Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

 (Espio): -.-

(Knuckles): -.-

 (Vector): Ok! We get it already!!!

(Mixed): This is weird.

(Amy): What is?

(Mixed): Knuckles is on the phone, right?
(Everyone): Yes…

(Mixed): Then, how did we see that he was doing this (-.-) if he was on the phone?

(Everyone): …

(Shadow): Oh ya, you're right…



(Everyone): Weird…

(Knuckles): :P

(Cream): Hey! Stop sticking your tongue on us, Mister Knuckles!

(Rouge): Yeah, red head!

(Knuckles): Ho-How'd you know?

(Everyone): ….

(Charmy): OOO!!! MAYBE WE HAVE…

(A.N YAY!!! The Dots story season 2!!! Ok, I know I made a cliffhanger there, but I'm pretty sure
nearly everyone can guess what Charmy's gonna say. ^-^)

 

 



2 - Unknown

Dots 2- Chapter 2, Unknown

*Previously, On Dots 2, Oh, it's great to be back ^ ^*

(Mixed): Knuckles is on the phone, right?
(Everyone): Yes…

(Mixed): Then, how did we see that he was doing this (-.-) if he was on the phone?

(Everyone): …

(Shadow): Oh ya, you're right…

(Everyone): Weird…

(Knuckles): :P

(Cream): Hey! Stop sticking your tongue on us, Mister Knuckles!

(Rouge): Yeah, red head!

(Knuckles): Ho-How'd you know?

(Everyone): ….

(Charmy): OOO!!! MAYBE WE HAVE…

*Oh, Um, I'll finish Charmy's sentence for you. OOO!!! MAYBE WE HAVE-*

(Mixed): *covers T.P.W.S.P.O.D's (The Person Who Says Previously On Dots') mouth* SHUT IT!!! Um,
She said, She was about to go! Yeah! *pushes T.P.W.S.P.O.D on the door* Toodles!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

(Charmy): *cough* Oh, I'm sorry, allergies.

(Everyone): SAY IT ALREADY!!!
(Charmy): Fine, Fine. Well, maybe we have…um…you know…this might sound stupid but…powers?
(Everyone): …



(Knuckles): Hello? Hello!!! What did he say? HELLO!!! 

(Tails): Knuckles do something on the phone.

(Knuckles): Ok. *picks his nose*

(Everyone): AWWW YUCK!!!

(Knuckles): What- How'd you know?

(Rouge): Charmy said something about us having powers.

(Knuckles): Oh ok…HEY! DO I HAVE POWERS TOO?

(Mixed): I don't know.

(Knuckles): I WANNA HAVE POWERS!!!! I WANT IT NOW!!!@$@#^truthft

(Shadow): *thinks* Knuckle-Head.

(Knuckles): IM NOT A KNUCKLE HEAD!!!
(Big): No one said anything, Knuckles.

(Shadow): *thinks* Hehe, he is SO dumb.

(Knuckles): IAM NOT DUMB SHADOW!!!!

(Everyone): *turns to Shadow*

(Shadow): What the hell? I- Wait, how did you read my mind?!

(Everyone): …

(Knuckles): No I didn't! I just heard you...Wait, I can read minds?

(Vector): This is really weird. How did we get these powers?

(Sonic): We don't know.

(Espio): When there is a mystery to be solved…

(Team Chaotix): TEAM CHAOTIX IS ON THE JOB!!! *runs off*

(Rouge): *shakes her head* You know what? Sometimes, those guys are annoying, and sometimes,
they're just plain annoying.



(Shadow): Eheh…and what's your point.

(Rouge): o.O ?

(Mixed): Knuckles? *picks up phone* you still there?

(Everyone): *crowds on the phone*

~*~ON THE PHONE THEY HEARD…~*~

(Knuckles): But, They were just thinking of what flavor of pizza to buy!

(Boss): Thinking of what flavor of pizza to buy for half an hour?!
(Knuckles): Uhh…yes! I wasn't talking to them about anything else, promise!

(Boss): I don't care. You've got tons of calls waiting here! And, now they all are hanging up! YOU'RE
FIRED! *thinks* Hehe, this is one way to fire this Echidna for NO reason!

(Knuckles): What-

~*~BACK AT MIXES' HOUSE~*~

(Mixed): Psst, Knux! Whatever you do, DON'T…REVEAL…YOUR…POWERS!!!

~*~AT PIZZA HUT~*~

(Knuckles): Um…I mean…Fine! Fire me! *packs things and storms off*

~*~AT MIXED'S HOUSE~*~

(Knuckles): And, I heard him thought, He wants to fire me for NO reason! I mean, What is wrong with
me?

(Everyone): Uh….Um…Lots.

(Knuckles): Name all of them.

(Sonic): Well…You always stick with you Master Emerald, Too over-reacting, always angry, not a sport…

~*~*~AFTER AN HOUR~*~*~

(Sonic): And your tempered, and too grumpy, and too serious, and not hilarious, and not imaginative,
and not friendly, and not…

(Knuckles): OK!!! I get it!!! There's something wrong with me.

(Rouge): *thinks* HA! Something?! What about, some LOTS of stuff?



(Knuckles): *turns to Rouge* Grrrr…

(Rouge): Um…I mean…*thinks* Hehehe…Something is…right! ^-^;

(Amy): What do you mean you mean and you didn't say anything???

(Mixed): *looks at watch* ITS BED TIME!!!
(Sonic Cast): AWWW MAN!!!
~*~*~SO, MIXED SENT EVERY SONIC CHARACTER TO THEIR ROOMS~*~*~

(Mixed): *walks past Shadow's room* *hears music*

(Shadow): *plays the electronic guitar* DADADADADA!!!!xfsdgfsdghdet *hears door open* *goes to bed
quickly*

(Mixed): *opens door* Shadow? Did I hear any music here?

(Shadow): *shakes head quickly* no! no really! There wasn't any music! Maybe you're too tired, Mixed!
Go to bed now!!! NOOOW!!! BEFORE THE BOOGEYMAN COMES!!! *girly scream* *sleeps*

(Mixed): O….k…*closes door*

~*~*~MORNING~*~*~

(Cheese): CHAO!!! CHAO!!! CHAO!!! (Cheese has been the chicken for Mixed's house because he ate
the morning chicken)

(Mixed): *rubs eyes* *puts on robe and goes to kitchen* Mornin' everyone- OMFG!!!

(???): Hi!!! What's for breakfast?

(??): Yeah! We're starving!

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): M-Me-Mer-Merm-Merma-Mermai-Mermaid-Mermaids???

(???): Yea! Now, what's for breakfast?

(??): Yeah! We want seaweed or something.

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): Where's the Sonic Cast?

~*~DUN DUN DUUUUN~*~



(???): Ya mean those Hedgehogs and Echidnas and Bats? 

(??): They're gone.

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): What?!?! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

(A.N I have no clue who the ???, ?? and the ? people are. I kinda like the ? person. Hehe.)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3 - Blah

Dots 2 Chapter 3- Blah

*Previously, on the most weirdest story on the universe, Dots 2*

~*~*~MORNING~*~*~

(Cheese): CHAO!!! CHAO!!! CHAO!!! (Cheese has been the chicken for Mixed's house because he ate
the morning chicken)

(Mixed): *rubs eyes* *puts on robe and goes to kitchen* Mornin' everyone- OMFG!!!

(???): Hi!!! What's for breakfast?

(??): Yeah! We're starving!

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): M-Me-Mer-Merm-Merma-Mermai-Mermaid-Mermaids???

(???): Yea! Now, what's for breakfast?

(??): Yeah! We want seaweed or something.

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): Where's the Sonic Cast?

~*~DUN DUN DUUUUN~*~

(???): Ya mean those Hedgehogs and Echidnas and Bats? 

(??): They're gone.

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): What?!?! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

*Mermaids…Ack, I've always hated those hideous creatures.*



(Mixed): Not all mermaids are…

*Who are you to tell me that?!*
(Mixed): The author of this story, and I could control what you're saying right now, because I'm writing
you. So, HA!

*What? Wait, NOOO!!!...I LOVE PIXIES! LET'S HUG TOGETHER!!! LALALA!!!*

(Mixed): *Rolls on the floor, laughing very hard* 

*Thanks for embarrassing me -.-*

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

(Mixed): What do you mean,' They're gone?'

(???): Because they are.

(??): Yeah!

(?): Dot.

(Mixed): Why?!?!

(???): …

(??):…

(?):…

(Mixed): Ok, first, I can't tell your names if your names are ??? and ?? and ?. What are your names?

(???): Oh, my name is Pots.

(??): And my name is Tots.

(?): Dots.

(Mixed): Uhh…ok…Hi…um…Pots, Tots and…erm…Dots. HEY!!! THAT'S THE NAME OF MY STORY!!!!!

(Pots): This story is called, Dots 2. Not Dots.

(Tots): That was your previous story by the way.

(Dots): *huggles Cheese* Dots.

(Cheese): Chao! Chao!



(Mixed): Cheese! Where did the Sonic Cast go?

(Cheese): Chao Chao!!!

(Mixed): Like, how am I supposed to understand that???

(Chao): *coughs* Ehem, I believe that they went to the Swimming pool, just down the Confusing Street.
*coughs* Chao! Chao!

(Mixed): …

(Pots): …

(Tots): …

(Dots): Dot.

(Tots): Dots… -.-

(Dots): Dot! Dot, …

(Mixed): *grabs car keys* Ok, Im outta here.

(Cheese): Chao! *follows Mixed*
(Pots): HEY! Are you sure you're old enough to drive? How old are you?

(Mixed): Um…14…

(Tots): You are NOT old enough to drive!!!
(Dots): Dots!

(Mixed): Well, this is my story anyway, so that means I can type whatever I want for you guys to do, so I
will. And now, Im driving.

(Cheese): Chao!

~*~*~SO ALL OF THEM WENT TO THE CAR AND MIXED DRIVED OFF TO CONFUSING
STREET~*~*~

(Mixed): Um…Why is this street so…confusing?

(Pots): It's the Confusing Street, duh.

(Tots): Yeah, Duh.

(Dots): Dot.



(Mixed): *sees 40 sign* *drives speed 40 (Hehe, I have no Idea how to say that, so I said speed 40.)*

(Tots): Hey, Why are you driving so slowly?

(Mixed): It says, 40. So, I have to drive 40.

(Pots): But, we just passed a sign that said, 100! 

(Mixed): Oh, did we? *drives speed 100*

(Tots): Geez, talk about a good driver. -.-.

(Dots): Dot.

(Pots): HEY! What do you want to happen to us? Get arrested or something?

(Mixed): Why?

(Pots): 100 kph in a school zone?!?!

(Mixed): Wha-there was no school zone!!!

(Pots): WE JUST PASSED IT U *BEEP*!!!!!Fetdsffxxery^&$%u%hye

(Everyone except Pots): …

(Mixed): No wonder this street is called the Confusing Stree- HOLY *BEEP*!!!R$#^#YERGERT

(Tots): Whats wro-OMFG!!!@##@$%wegdfhd *dead*

(Dots): Tots? Dot, dot dot!!! TOTS!! DOT DOT!!!
(Pots): He's just pretend dead. Might be unconscious, Dots.

(Mixed): *staring at the window* :O I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-
I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I
-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-
I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I CANT BELIEVE
THIS!!!

(Pots): Wtf is outside the window anyway- AHHHHHHHH!!!

(Cheese): Chao? *looks outside the window* x_x

(A.N what is outside the window??? What is outside the window??? What is outside the



window??? What is outside the window??? What is outside the window??? What is outside the
window??? What is outside the…Ok, I'll stop now. Next Chapter…Etots! 

*ETOTS?! What kind of a chapter is that?!*

What the…Hey, you're the T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! What are you doing in my part???

*I was just shocked!! I mean, come on! Etots? Wtf?!*

Well, you've got anything better to say then?

*Yes!!!*

What is it then?

*…*

Well?

*…*

Someone bash her up.

*Wait…NOOOO -runs away-*)

 

 



4 - Extra Chapter

Extra Chapter of Dots 2- Talk to T.P.W.S.P.O.D

(Mixed): Huh? Where am I?

*HELLO!!!!!! WELCOME TO THE SHOW CALLED, TALK TO T.P.W.S.P.O.D, WHICH IS MEEEE!*

(Mixed): What? Where's Chapter 4???

*It was interrupted by this show, Duh.*

(Mixed): But, this is MY story! You have no permission whatsoever to do your stupid little show in MY
story!

*WELL, Im the T.P.W.S.P.O.D person, and without me your story would never even exist. So,
guys! If you wanna post a question for me to answer, write it below! On the comments
thingy-magjig!*

(Mixed): Thingy-what? And how long is this so called `Extra Chapter' gonna go?

*Its gonna take up to…like… 2 chapters or so!*

(Mixed): Well, I have a question.

*Ask away!!!*

~*~*~THEME SONG~*~*~

It's the T.P.W.S.P.O.D show! The T.P.W.S.P.O.D show!!! 

The show that everyone LIIIIKES!!!!

Because there are cookies and lollypops to…

Watch being eaten by T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!!!!

(T.P.W.S.P.O.D means The Person Who Says Previously on Dots)



T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!!

T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!!
T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!!
T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!! T.P.W.S.P.O.D!!!

~*~*~END OF THEME SONG~*~*~

(Mixed): OK!!! SHUT UP!!!!

~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~*~~*~

Question 1: Are you a girl or a boy, T.P.W.S.P.O.D?

*Iam a girl*

Question 2: T.P.W.S.P.O.D, What happened to the regular person who should be in your place? Where
is he?

*Well, if you had read the story before this, Dots, you will see that he died, so I had to be
replaced. ISNT THAT GREAT?!?!?! *eats a whole lollypop shelf to make everyone jealous*

Question 3: Yuuum, Lollypops…Anyway, Question 3 is, Could I have a cookie or a lollypop?

*NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!*

Question 4: Grr, Why are you so annoying?!?!?!

*BECAUSE!!!!! *eats a whole cookie jar* HAHAHA!!! YOU DON'T HAVE ONE!!! IM SO EEEVIL!!!
MWAHAHAHA!!! IN YOUR FACE, QUESTION GUY!*

Question 5: Could I kill you? >3

*-gulp- RUNS AWAY*

Question 6: COULD U COME BACK HERE U *BEEP!!!* *chases after T.P.W.S.P.O.D*

(A.N Im sorry guys, it's just this T.P.W.S.P.O.D person is SO annoying! Hope you all understand.
DON'T WORRY!!! The Dots 2 story will come back shortly after this *beep* show!)





5 - Etots

Chapter 4- Etots

*NOOOO!!! WHERE'S MY SHOW?!*

(Mixed): Three words, I deleted your show.

*That's 4 words.*

(Mixed): Is it? *counts the words* OHHHH YEAH!!!

*Retard.*

(Mixed): Yes, Yes, I know. 

*Know what?*

(Mixed): Baa. *sheep noise* Baa. Baa. Baa. Baa.

* Ok, shut up -.-*

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

*Previously on the *beep* show in the *beep* world in the *beep* you *beep* *beep*
*beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep*

(Mixed): No wonder this street is called the Confusing Stree- HOLY *BEEP*!!!R$#^#YERGERT

(Tots): Whats wro-OMFG!!!@##@$%wegdfhd *dead*

(Dots): Tots? Dot, dot dot!!! TOTS!! DOT DOT!!!
(Pots): He's just pretend dead. Might be unconscious, Dots.

(Mixed): *staring at the window* :O I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-
I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I
-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-
I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I CANT BELIEVE
THIS!!!

(Pots): Wtf is outside the window anyway- AHHHHHHHH!!!



(Cheese): Chao? *looks outside the window* x_x

* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep*
*beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *boop*
*beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *baa* *beep* *beep* *beep* *beep* *

(Pots): Omg…This is beyond sick!!!

(Mixed): *opens car door* YOU TWO!!!

(Sonic and Shadow): *stops kissing* what?!

(Pots): May the gayness live upon you.

(Shadow): That's what I said in Mixed's picture!!!

(Sonic): Who are you anyway?

(Pots): I'm Pots.

(Tots): *revives* MR SNUFFLES! Oh, um, I mean, I'm Tots.

(Dots): Dots.

(Mixed): You two get in here we're gonna pick the rest up.

(Shadow): *gets inside car* Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!



(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!



(Sonic): No.

(Shadow): Sit next to me, Sonic!

(Mixed): OK SHUT UP!!!

(Sonic): o.O Chili-Dogs.

(Shadow): O.o Dogs are Chili.

(Mixed): *starts car* Wtf Shadow.

(Pots, Tots and Dots): There's the river! We're outta here! *Dots: Dot, Dot, dot! Dot, Dot!*

(Everyone in the car and the whole people of the world): BYE WEIRD PEOPLE WHO CAME TO
MIXED'S STORY WITHOUT ANY WARNING AND LETTING THE SONIC CAST GO AWAY IN THE
FIRST PLACE AND GIVING ALL OF US A SHOCK AND DOTS FOR ANNOYING US BY SAYING
NOTHING BUT DOTS!!!

~*~THE MERMAIDS GO TO RIVER~*~

(Sonic): Ooo, Shadow, Isn't Rouge gonna be jealous after our little secret affair.

(Mixed): Secret? Well, not for long my dear chili-dog loving friend.

(Shadow): What has Rouge got to do anything about it?
(Mixed): Because…

(Sonic): Because…

(Shadow): No…NO NO NO NO NO!!! *covers ears*

~*~MIXED AND SONIC GOT OUT OF CAR AND DANCED~*~

(Mixed and Sonic): BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!!



(Shadow): AHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!@$%$&ERFSDGTRSAGDFH%RY&

~*~*~AFTER 1 HOUR~*~*~

(Mixed and Sonic): BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU LIKE ROUGE!!! BECAUSE YOU
LIKE ROUGE!!!....*gasping*….need…air…*rolls on the floor gasping for air*

(Shadow): … *looks at Mixed's car driving away*

(Mixed): *gasp* NOO *runs after car* *gasping more*
need…air…loosing…air…can't…breathe…dots…chili…snakes…AHHH SNAKES *runs faster*

(Sonic): *stands up* isn't she weird?

(Shadow): Yup…

(Sonic): eh, don't worry, she's gonna come back anyway.

~*~*~AFTER 3 HOURS~*~*~

(Shadow): …

(Sonic): Uhh, so she isn't coming back. So what? That's no problem for the `Ultimate Life Form'! *rubs
Shadow's head*

(Shadow): -.- 

(Sonic): Well? Do the Chaos Control thingy-majig!

(Shadow): I can't!

(Sonic): Why not?

(Shadow): Because I gave it to…*whispers* Espia.

~*~*~ DUN DUN DUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUN~*~*~

(Sonic): WHAT?! WHY'D YOU GIVE IT TO THAT *BEEP* ESPIO'S SISTER?! (Espia's my fan char)

(Shadow): I don't know!!!

(Sonic): …

(Shadow): …

(Sonic): …



(Shadow): …

(Sonic): …

(Shadow): I don't understand why I have to be stuck here with a faker…

(Sonic): *gasp* WHO…IS…THAT…

(Shadow): What? Oh, *holds up teddy* this is Mr. Snuffles.

(Sonic): NO, THE ONE BEHIND YOU!!!
(Shadow): *turns around* Oh, this? This is Bob the Plumber.

(Sonic): NO! THE ONE BEHIND BOB!

(Bob): Well, I best be on my way. Cheerio, Hedgehogs. *Walks away*

(Shadow): AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

(Espia): HELLO!!! DID SOMEONE SAY MY NAME???

(Sonic): *looks at Shadow* -.-

(Shadow): *gulp*

(A.N Are things gonna get better or worse???...

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…



…

…

…

Oh, What the heck, we all know the answer. Worse. Next Chapter, Pie! Yum…)

 

 

 

 



6 - Pie

Dots 2 Chapter 6- Pie

*Previously, On Dots 2 *cough*I hate my job*cough*

(Sonic): WHAT?! WHY'D YOU GIVE IT TO THAT *BEEP* ESPIO'S SISTER?! (Espia's my fan char) 

(Shadow): I don't know!!! 

(Sonic): … 

(Shadow): … 

(Sonic): … 

(Shadow): … 

(Sonic): … 

(Shadow): I don't understand why I have to be stuck here with a faker… 

(Sonic): *gasp* WHO…IS…THAT… 

(Shadow): What? Oh, *holds up teddy* this is Mr. Snuffles. 

(Sonic): NO, THE ONE BEHIND YOU!!!
(Shadow): *turns around* Oh, this? This is Bob the Plumber. 

(Sonic): NO! THE ONE BEHIND BOB! 

(Bob): Well, I best be on my way. Cheerio, Hedgehogs. *Walks away* 

(Shadow): AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! 

(Espia): HELLO!!! DID SOMEONE SAY MY NAME??? 

(Sonic): *looks at Shadow* -.- 



(Shadow): *gulp* 

*Ok, can I go now? I wanna have the day off. Im sick.*

(Mixed): You look perfectly fine.

*Oh, do I? -splashes self with cold water and lies down* OWWW! MY TUMMY HURTS! -cough-
-cough- OOOOOO I HAVE A HEADACHE!!! OWWWW MY HEAD!!!*

(Mixed): Just, please shut up.

*OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWW*

(Mixed): OK!!! HAVE THE DAY OFF!!!

*YES! -Runs away-*

(Everyone): HA! TRICKED!

(Mixed): Tricked? But I was-, She was-, I was letting her-, She was telling-, But-, *sighs* Damn.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

(Espia): HELLOOOO HOMIES!!!

(Shadow): Don't call me that.

(Espia): Where's Mixed?

(Sonic): She's not here.

(Espia): Why? DOESN'T SHE WANT TO SEE THE COOLEST CHAMELEON IN THE WHOLE WIDE
WORLD?

(Shadow): Oh, I'm sure she does, but I don't know any cool chameleon around. OH, that's right, Espio.

(Sonic): Yeaaah, Espio is VERY cool indeed. *cough* Wellnotascoolasme *cough*

(Espia): I WAS REFERRING TO MYSELF *BEEP*S!!!
(Shadow): Oh, Are you?

(Sonic): Very shocking.

(Espia): Ok, ha, that is SO not funny. So, if you really don't wanna go with me to see the most famous
movie in the world…



(Sonic and Shadow): SHADE THE BAT'S MOVIE!?!?! WHY DIDN'T YOU SAY SO? (Shade the Bat ©
darkness42)

(Espia): *holds up three tickets* Well, are yous coming or not?

(Sonic and Shadow): *comes back with popcorns and pies* Of course we are!

(Everyone): YUUUUUUM PIES

~*~*~AT MOVIE~*~*~

[*Shade takes out a gun and shoots another robot* (Shade): That's the last time I'll ever see him around.
*turns invisible and flies to the next building* (Eggman): There's no way out, Shade! Time to meet your
doom! (Shade): *turns visible* Bring it on, Egghead. I'd love some scrambled eggs for dinner after this.]

(Shadow): *shoving popcorn in his mouth* HAHA! GOOD ONE, SHADE!

(Sonic): I know! Why didn't I think of that to say to Eggman? 

(Espia): *eats pie*

(Everyone): YUUUUUUUM PIES

[*Shade throws grenades on Eggman but doesn't work* (Eggman): You have no match for the most
genius and perfect inventor in the world! (Shade): Ha, puh-lease. *throws more grenades* (Eggman):
*uses shield* YOU REALLY THINK THOSE THINGS WOULD WORK ON MY BEST INVENTION YET?
Well, you might need to think twice, my fine bat friend. Because this baby (I made him say that word)
reflects shots! (Shade): Shoot. *turns invisible and dodges grenades*]

(Shadow): *drinks coke* WHOOOHOOO!!! GO DODGE `EM MY MAN!

(Sonic): Hey, Dude, that is MY coke. 

(Shadow): *stops sipping* AWWW YUCK!!! *spits coke* YUCK!!! AWW MAN THAT'S AWFUL!

(???): *spit goes on his hair* Hey! Watch it, bro!

(Shadow): Oh, sorry. *puts coke down* 

(???): *turns around* Hi, Im Shade.

(Sonic): Shade? Wait, you have the same name as the dude over there! *points at movie screen which
shows that Eggman is getting bruised up* 

(???): Well, to tell you the truth…*whispers something to Sonic*



(Sonic): OMG YOU CAN'T BE SERIOUS!!! *dies*

(Espia): What? What? *pokes ??? Person* and who are you anyway?

(???): Shade.

(Espia): The what?

(Shade): Bat, duh. *movie finishes and lights turned on*

(Shadow): Wait…your…OMFG!!! THIS CANT BE HAPPENING!!! *throws pie and himself* 

(Everyone): YUUUUUUM PIE

(Shadow): Tell me this isn't a dream!!! *runs around in circles until he bumps into a dot and dies* 

(Espia): WTF is the problem with yous? This is just a bat in a coat! No big deal! Wait, why are you in a
coat? *takes out his coat* OMG!!! SHADE THE BAT!!! 

(Everyone): YUUUM PIES…WAIT…*turns to Shade* SHADE!!! *chases him*

(Shade): Wait, NOOOOO *flies away*

(Girls): SHADE!!!!!! *screams girly and chases him*

(Shadow): *revives* Oh, How I loved how I used to be chased by girls like that…until the
day…he…came…GRRRRRRRRRRRRR

(Sonic): *revives* CORN!!!!!@!#@refdgr%y%&^%

(Espia and Shadow): …

(Sonic): *stands up* Ok, Whats up?

(Espia): The sky.

(Sonic): Ha, good one. -.-

(Shadow): Is this weird or what?

(Espia): Weird? You think that appearing in the middle of nowhere without someone to drive you back
home behind a boring ol' plumber and watching a famous bat's movie but that bat is actually just across
our seats and dying and reviving again just to see that famous bat getting chased by fan girls? You think
that's weird? Oh, I think so.

(Sonic): Well, I have a question.



(Espia and Shadow): What? 

(Sonic): How do we get out of Hollywood?

(Shadow): HOLLYWOOD?!

(Kelly Clarkson): Sup Sonic! Shadow! Someone else I don't know!

(Shadow): Argh, I knew I should've stayed home and eat pie.

(Everyone): YUUUUUM PIE

(Shadow): COULD YOUS *BEEP* SHUT UP!!!! 

(Everyone): … 

(Shadow): Thank you! Sheesh!

(Everyone): *throws dots at Shadow*
(Shadow): AHHHH!!! AHHHHHHHHH!!! *dies*

(Espia): Common! Let's find Shade!*walks away*
(Sonic): Right behind ya! *drags Shadow* Argh, so heavy, um, maybe a couple of steps behind you,
Espia.

(A.N I hope it's ok to make your fan char famous, darkness42! If you want your fan char in this
story just tell me and I'll put `em in. Next Chapter….um….I have no idea what.)

 

 

 





7 - LAST CHAP :O

Dots 2-Last Chapter-THE END OF THE WORLD

(A.N Sorry I ended it up so quickly, it's just Im eager to start a NEW story…and to top it off I've got
4 assignments to do v_v o ya and darkness42, is it okay if I added Shade on my new story?)

*Previously on DOTS 2*

(Espia and Shadow): … 

(Sonic): *stands up* Ok, Whats up? 

(Espia): The sky. 

(Sonic): Ha, good one. -.- 

(Shadow): Is this weird or what? 

(Espia): Weird? You think that appearing in the middle of nowhere without someone to drive you back
home behind a boring ol' plumber and watching a famous bat's movie but that bat is actually just across
our seats and dying and reviving again just to see that famous bat getting chased by fan girls? You think
that's weird? Oh, I think so. 

(Sonic): Well, I have a question. 

(Espia and Shadow): What? 

(Sonic): How do we get out of Hollywood? 

(Shadow): HOLLYWOOD?! 

(Kelly Clarkson): Sup Sonic! Shadow! Someone else I don't know! 

(Shadow): Argh, I knew I should've stayed home and eat pie. 

(Everyone): YUUUUUM PIE 

(Shadow): COULD YOUS *BEEP* SHUT UP!!!! 



(Everyone): … 

(Shadow): Thank you! Sheesh!

(Everyone): *throws dots at Shadow*
(Shadow): AHHHH!!! AHHHHHHHHH!!! *dies*

(Espia): Common! Let's find Shade!*walks away*
(Sonic): Right behind ya! *drags Shadow* Argh, so heavy, um, maybe a couple of steps behind you,
Espia.

*Wat happens next?*

(???): That was boring.

*I know! ^_^*

(???): You're weird.

*Who are you?*
(???): Iam…your…father.

*AHHHH!!! -Runs away-*

~*~*~*~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~**~

~*~AT SHADE'S PLACE~*~

(Espia): Wait, how did we know this was his place?

(Sonic): I don't know.

(Shadow): *revives* I LOVE GIRLS!!!

(Espia): *shrugs*

(Shadow): Aren't yous supposed to be shocked or something?

(Sonic): Eh, not really. We already know you like girls.

(Shadow): Grr shut up jumbo headed freak.

(Sonic): At least it's got a...BRAIN

(Shadow): WHY YOU LITTLE-



(Espia): STOOOOOOOOOOP!!!

(Sonic and Shadow): …

(Shade): Whats going on?

(Espia, Sonic and Shadow): SHAAADE!!!
(Shadow): We came by to ask you if you want to join us for the next story Mixed is gonna make!

(Shade): Well, it depends on what darkness42 says.

(Sonic): Okay, but we really came by to ask you if you have a wife!!!
(Espia): *hits Sonic with a pan*
(Sonic): OW!!! 

(Espia): We came by to ask you if you have seen Mixed and the rest of the crew.

(Shade): I have.

(Espia): Where?

(Shade): I'll take yous there.

~*~*~AFTER 40 MINS~*~*~

(Espia): Well? Are you gonna take us or what?

(Shade): Oh yes, right. Onward!!!!
~*~AFTER 1 HOUR~*~

(Shadow): Wtf we aren't even moving.

(Shade): O yea, I forgot. Let's go!!
~*~AFTER 5 HOURS~*~

(Espia): Eck lets just go.

~*~AT SWIMMING POOL~*~

(Espia): Why are we here?

(Shade): You wanted me to take yous where Mixed is, I did.

(Sonic): THIS IS THE SWIMMING POOL!!!

(Shadow): YAY!!! SWIMMING!!!
~*~SHADOW RUNS TO POOL BUT ACCIDENTALY BUMPS ON SUM1~*~



(Shadow): OW! WATCH IT YOU *BEEP*! IM GONNA*BEEP*ING RIP YOUR EYES AND *BEEP*ING
FEED THEN TO THE PIRANAS AND-

(???): Shadow?

(Shadow): …MIXED!!!

(Mixed): What do you mean, rip my eyes and feed them to the-

(Shadow): EVERYONE!!!!!

(Everyone): Yes?

(Shade): Hi!

(Everyone): Hello!

(Mixed): So, this is Shade! Hello!

(Shade): Hello!

(Amy): Popcorn.

~*~THE END!!!!!~*~

(Tails): NOOO! Thanks a lot, Amy, you said our Ending word -.-

(Amy): I said popcorn!

~*~THE END!!!!~*~

(Vector): Great, now we have to end the story.

THE MORAL OF THE STORY IS:

Eat Pie!

~*~CREDITS~*~

Shade © darkness42

Mixed (me)

Sonic

Tails



Knuckles

Shadow

Rouge

Pots

Tots

Dots

Amy

Cream

Big (Was he there? Yes, every char is part of the `Everyone')

Vector

Charmy

Espio

And, lets not 4get…

PIE!!!
(Pie): …

THANKS FOR READING!!! 

(Shadow): YEA!!! YOUS ALL SUCK!!!

(Me): *whacks Shadow with a bat*

(Rouge): OW!!!

(Me): Huh?

(Rouge): You whacked me to Shadow!

(Me): I said a bat!
(Rouge): IAM A BAT!!!!!

(Me): Oh.



~*~THE END!!!!~*~

(Sonic): Of the world.

(Me): SHUT UP!!!

~*~THE END!!!~*~

(Big): …

(Me): OMG I CANT END THIS STORY IF YOUS ARE STILL TALKING!!!

~*~THE END!!1~*~

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

~*~THE END ALREADY SHEESH!!!~*~

…

…

…



…

…

~*~WHY ARE U STILL READING THIS?!~*~

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

~*~I SAID THE END U SHOULD GO AWAY NOW!!!~*~

…

~*BYE ALREADY AND come again!~*~
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